
METHODOLOGICAL NOTE FOR THE CONFERENCE « AFRICA REIVENTING ITS 
ECONOMY »WORKSHOPS FACILITATION

The conference will take place in two sequences. The first one will be dedicated to activities in workshops and 
the second to a plenary when workshops outputs restitution and discussion will be done. 
For each theme, a synthetic introductive note has been written. It helps to identify major issues that workshops 
should address. It is a simple guide that participants are free to amend by reformulating, subtracting or gathering 
some of the issues or by adding new ones. 

Two main pitfalls should be run and avoid:
1/ repeat the assessment of the continent trajectories on economic and financial issues; this has be done a lot 
and participants skills and background should allow to presume that they do have strong knowledge on these 
issues;
2/ Draw general conclusion that will bring only a sum of good intentions without any indication of paths to be 
taken for their implementation. 
Accordingly, participants are invited to focus and work more on the continent future in next decades and 
particularly to design for each theme some evolution perspectives, propositions and strategies that will enable 
African development. 

Workshops will take place during 4 half-days as following:

Monday afternoon: 
General discussion for the theme of the workshop collective understanding through two precise questions:
What are the theme objectives and major challenges? 
What are the constraints identified as barriers for reaching the objectives and responding to major challenges? 

Tuesday morning:
Discussion more focused on the future regarding two questions:

What are propositions that each participant is putting forward to realize identified objectives and challenges?
What are concrete and relevant experiences that could support the propositions (which generalization or 
mobilization could serve the continent as source of inspiration) ? (It can be continental, regional, national, local 
public policies or individual, international or private groups experiences)

Tuesday afternoon:
From all propositions put forward it is important to identify the ones that the workshop has collectively selected. 
Participants should regroup themselves in the best manner and focus on relevant and structuring propositions, the 
ones that are perceived as critical for the continent next decades. 



For each selected proposition the goal will be to answer the following questions:
What are the proposition strengths?
What are the proposition weaknesses?
What are the evolution perspectives in terms of threats to anticipate and opportunities to value?
What are the concrete examples to be valued?
What the strategies and major actors of change to be expected (who can serve as lever, in generalization and 
implementation…)?

Wednesday morning:
This morning is reserved for the preparation by each workshop of plenary restitution of activities conclusions 
which will take place Thursday morning. 
Summaries for workshop should be delivered to the organization team before 3 PM. 


